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SUBSOKtC AXElOIIEfNWIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A WIEG 

OF ASFEET RATIO 10 WITR 35O OF SHEEPRACK 

By Bruce E. Tinling and W. BichEard KoLk 

The effects of three centrally mounted wing--tip tanks on the aerc+ 
dynamic characteristics of a cambered wing having an aspect ratio of 10 
and 35O of sweepback were fnvestfgated. Thethreetip tanks had equal 
volumes and fineness ratios of 10, 6.67, and 5. The Reynolds number was 
varied from 2,000,OCO to lO,OOO,OOO at a Mach nu&er of 0.25, and the 
Mach number was varied from 0.25 to 0.9 at a Reynolds number of 
2,000,000. Lift, drag, and pitching mcrmsnt were measured. The tip tanks 
reduced the maximum lift-drag ratio apRrox&nately 10 percent at a &ch 
number of 0.25 a.nd a Reynolds nu&er of lO,000,000, The reduction in 
drag-divergence Mach nuaiber caused by the tip tanks wa8 BID&u, the maxi- 
mum reduction belong about 0.02. In general, the reduction ti the drag- 
divergence Mach number and in the lift4rag ratio at high Mach numbers 
caused by the tip tank havfng a fineness ratio of 10 was less than that 
caused by the tip tanks hating fineness ratios of 6.67 and 5. At Mach 
numbers less thsn the dragillvergence Mach number the tip tanks caused 
an increase in static lmtudinal stability indicated by a change in 
pitching-moment-curve slope aCm/&I of about -0.08. At low speeds, a 
vane near the tankaing juncturealleviated flow separatiannesr the 
juncture at Reynolds nznribers of 6,000,ooO and lO,OoO,CXN. 

.* The use of auxiliary fuel tanks mounted on the wing tips has been 
successful in extending the range of airplanes with unswept wfngs. 
Results of wind-tunnel tests have indicated that properly designed wing- 
tip fuel tanks may be used with unswept wings with very little change.in 
the pitching-mcnnent characteristics. In some instances (reference I), sn 
improvement in the drag at high lift coefficients was attained due to the 
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increase in the effective aspect ratio resulting from the end-late 
effects of the tip tanks. &ta concerning the effects of external 
stores, including wing-tip.tanks, on the aerodynamic cbaracter;stics of 
a tailless airplane hating a.wing with an aspect ratio of 3.01 and 350 
of sweepback are presented in reference 2. T& effects of bodies of 
revolution mounted QIL the tips of a wing heaving an aspect ratio of 3.5 
and 630 of sweepback are presented in reference 3. 

. 
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The present investigation was conducted in the Ames E&foot pressure 
wind tunnel to evaluate the effects of centrally mounted wing-tip tsnks 
hating fineness ratios of 10, 6.67, and 5 011 the aerodynamic character- 
istics of a cambered wing hating an aspect ratio of 10 so@ 350 of sweep- 
back. The results of tests of the semispan model wing without tip tanks 
have previously been repurted %n reference 4. 

The tests were conducted over a range of ?4ach numbers f'ram 0.25 to 
0.90 at a Reynolds number of 2,000,OOO and over a range of Reynolds no& 
bers from 2,000,OOO to 1O,OOO,OOO at a B%ch nuuiber of 0.25. 

NOTATION 

. 
drag doeffic$ent 

CD %lln 
minimum profile-drag coefficient assuming elliptical span ltzd 

distribut.ion, minimum value of @D-g) 

c 

: : 

% lift coefficient lift ( > -z- 

'rn pit.ching+oment.coeffkcient about axis passing through the quar- _ --..--. -_-.-- ___...._ _ -. z 
ter point of the mean aerodynamic chord 

> 

% pitching-moment coefficient for zero lift 

A aspect ratio 

M Mach nuniber : 
0 

R Reynolds nuxiber 

S semispan wing area, square feet 
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V 

L/D 

a 

b 

C 

E 

9 

Et 

aO 

P 

t-L 

airspeed, f0e-L per second 

lift-drag ratio lift 
( > drag 

speed of sound, feet per secc& i. 

span of cnmpleteuing,measuredperpandiculartothe plane of 
symmstrg, feet 

chord, measured parallel to the plane of symmetry, feet 

meanaerodynamic chord , feet 

dynfmic pressure, p ounds per square foot 

angle of attack, de@-ees 

angle of attack far zero lift, degrees 

density of air, slugs per cubic foot 

absolute viscosity, slugs per foot seed 

The semispan modelafng had 35O of sweepback of the quarter-chord 
line, a taper ratio of 0.5, and represented a uFng of aspect ratio l0. 
The streamwise wing sections were the NACA 6hlA3l2 with a modified 
a = 0.8 mean line. (S ee reference 5.) The coordinates of the section 
are tabulated in table I. The three tip tanks were bodies of revolzt 
tim having equal volumes and having flnsness ratios of 10, 6.67, sad 5. 
For eachofthe tanks,the l~itudinalsecti~c~tainingthe axis was 
that of an I?ACA 6w-series afrfoil. (Bee table II.) Each tank was 
equipped with a nne, the purpose of which was to prevent flow sepas 
tionatthe tank--King Juncture. Details of the wing asd tanks, and the 
position of the vage are shmm in figure 1. The modelwingandthetip 
tar&s were furnished by the Lockheed Aircraft Coqoratian. 

The turntable upon which the model was mounted in the wind tunnel. 
is directly connected to the fcnx e+measuringa~ratus. Themodelwas 
mounted wfth tbs root chord In the plane of the turntable.and the 
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turntsble-model.Juncture was sealed. A photograph of the 
in the wind tunnel and of a typical tiptank Installation 
figure 2. 

. 

TESTS 

NACARMAXXl.5 

model mounted 
is shown in 

Two series of tests were conducted: one to evaluate the effects of 
compressibility at a constant Reynolds nucriber, and one to evaluate the 
effects of Reynoldsnumber at a low Mach number. Lift, drag, and pitch- 
ing moment were.measured over a range of sngle, of attack sufficient to 
obtain lift coefficients from less than zero to that for stall, except 
where the range was limited by the capacity of the force balance or by 
the strength of themodel. 

The tests to evaluate the effects of compressibility were conducted. 
at Mach nmbers fram 0.25 to 0.90 and at a Reynolds number of 2,OOO,ooO. 
The tests to evaluate the effects of Reynolds number were conducted at , 
a Mach number of 0.25 and at Reynolds numbers up to lO,CKIO,OOO. 

CORREcTIOIiS TO DATA 

The data have been corrected for the effects of tunnel~all inter- 
ference, including constriction due to the presence of the tunnel walls, 
and approximately for model-support tare forces. 

Corrections to the data for the effects of tunnel--wall. interference 
originating Fran lifton the model have been evaluated by the methods of 
reference 6, using the theoretical spas loading for incompressible flow 
calculated by the Ilaethcds of reference 7 The correctims added to the 
drag and to the angle of attack were 

ar=D = 0.00472 CL' 

Constriction effects due to ths presence of the tunnel walls were 
computed by the methods of reference 8. These correctfons have not been 
mcdifid to allow for the effect of sweep. The magnitudes of the correc- 
tionsto theMachnuxiberand.tothe dynamic pressure are showninthe 
following table: 
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Corrected 
I 

Uncorrected q corrected 
Mach number Mach nzmiber q uncafiected 

0.600 
-700 
l 750 

:E 
.850 
.8n 
-900 

0.599 
-699 
0748 
2: 
.847 
.87i 
-894 

1.002 
1.002 
1.003 
1.003 
1.004 
1.004 
1.005 
1.007 

A correctfcm to the drag data was made to allow for forces on the 
exposed surface of the turntable. This correctionwas determked frcxn 
tests with the model removed fraan the tunnel. The following tare cog 
rectians were subtracted from the measured drag coefficients: 

RX104 

10 

: 
2 
2 

.2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

M 

0.25 
.25 
-25 
-25 

:Z 
-70 

:E 
-825 
-85 
-8’15 
-9 

0.0044 
.OO45 
.0046 
.wx 
00053 
.0056 
.ocm 
.0060 
.0062 
.0063 
.0064 
.0066 
.0067 

” 

i 

Ho attempt was made to evaluate tsxes due to interference between 
the model an&the turntable or to c-ate for the tunnel-floor 
boundary layer which, at the location of the model, had a dT.splacement 
thfckness of one-half inch, 
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REi3lli2TS AND DISCUSSION 

Effects of Reynolds Number 

The results of tests ccuxducted to evaluate the effects of changing 
Reynolds number on the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing alone and 
of the wing and tip tank combinatim are presented in figure 3. As 
reported in reference-k, decreasing the Reynolds nu&er resulted in a 
reduction of lift over the outer sections of the wing. This reduction 
of lift caused a large change in the ae;.odynamic characteristics of the 
wing alone. As would be anticipa;ted from these results, the effects of 
Reynolds number on the wing and tip tank combinations were also large. 

The lift-drag ratios computed from the data shown in figure 3 are 
presented in figure 4. Inspection of these data reveals that the decre- 
ment of the lift-drag ratio caused by the tip tanks was dependent upon 
the test Reynolds number. At liftcoefficients near that for the maxi- 
mum lift-drag ratio, the tip tanks caused a greater decrease in the lift- 
drag ratio at a Reynolds nmber of 2,000,GOO than at a Reynolds number 
of 10,000,ooo. At higher lift coefficients, lncreasFng the Reynolds nun+ 
ber had the opposite effect, the tanks causing a greater decrease in 
lift-drag ratio at a Reynolds number of lO,OOO,OOO than at a Reynolds 
nurfiber of 2,000,OOO. 

Effects of WingJTip Tanks at Low Subsonic Speeds 

Only the data obtained at a Reynolds nu&er of 10,000,000 will be 
cansfdered in discussing the effects of tip tanks on the low-speed 
aercdynamic characteristics since these data are the most nearly repre- 
sentative of full4cale conditions. The data obtatned ataReynolds 
number of 10,000,000 and a Mach nuuiber of 0.25 are presented in figure 5. 
The values of some pertinent aercdynamic mters as obtained from the 
data of this figure are presented in the following table: 
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Farameter Hngalone Fineness Finenees lcbr3ness 
r&to 10 ratio 6.67 X-&O 5 

VaCZ/a4 desi@p Ch 0,075 0.079 0.07g 0.079 

tac,/ac;) -.046 -. 124 
design Cx 

-.15cI -.150 

'%Eix 1.24 1.27 --- 1.27 

% -.048 -.W -. 046 -.048 

aO 4.2 4.1 -2.1 a.1 

cDO 
.a060 -0069 -0069 moo70 

(L/D), 34 31 31 .30 

CL f= wm .4-O A2 -39 -35 

"llhe design lift coefficient of the sing was approaitely 0.25 
(streamwise section design lift coefficient multfplied by the 
cosine of 35O). 

2At R = 6,ooo,ocm (fig. 3). 

The increase Fn lif-kxrve slope of 0.004 per degree due to the tfp 
tar&s was primarily due to an increase fnthe effective aspect ratio 
caused by end-plate effects. Computationsbased onthe lift ofanias 
lated body of fineness ratio 9.9 (reference 9) indicate that the lift 
forces anthe tanks couldnotaccountforanincrease inthe lime 
slo-pe of more than about 0.0003 per degree. Pretious studfes of wing 
and centrallymountedwingandtip tankc&inatfons have, insome 
instances (reference l), indfcated a reductfcm in the induced drag due 
to an increase in the effective aspect ratio, which, at large lift coef- 
ficients, was sufffcient to compensate far the drag of the tanks. The 
variation of CR - CD withlift coeffkient squared, presented in 

ffgure 6, showsthatthe- value of ~-cp 
Omin 

was, in general, greater 

for the wing and tip tank combfnations than for ths wfng alone. This 
Indicates that the decrease in induced drag resulting from an ticrease 
fn effective aspect ratio due to the tip tanks in the present investi- 
ticm was not sufficient to cwensate for the incrases with lift coef- 
ficient in the profile drag due to the tank. 

The tip tanks caused an increase of static longitudinal stability 
as is indicated by a change in the pitcbing+n~n-kxrve slope &$&CL 
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of about 4.08. It should be noted, however, that on swept wings the 
weight of tip tanks and tip tank fuel is destabilizing since the instal- 
lation is aft of the norm&l center of gravity. The aerodynamic effects 
therefae tend to counterbalance the m&s8 effects of tip tanks. 

As the lift coefficient w&s increased above about 0.3, the static 
longitudilaal stability of the wing alone gradually became less. The 
static longitudinal stability of the wing and tip t&nk conibinatim, 
however, showed a more definite discontfmrity as the lift coefficient 
was increased beyond about 0.3. (See fig. 5.) 

Effect of Wing-Tip Tasks at High Subscrnic Mach Humbers 

The d&t& obtained at Mach numbers from 0.25 to 0.9 st a Reynolds 
number of 2,000,OOO are presented in figure 7. The effects of Msch num- 
her on the wing alone hxve previously been reported in reference 4. 

The drag coefficient as a function of Mach number is presented in 
figure 8 for several values, of lift coefficient. The Mach numbers for 
drag divergence, defined as the MIMI number for which aq-Jahi = 0.1, 
are presented Fn the following table: 

% 
wing Fineness Fineness Fineness 
alone ratio 10 ratio 6.67 ratio 5 

0 0.88 0.88 0.86 

:E -85 -82 -84 -81 

012 

-80 983 -80 
.6 -76 -76 -76 -75 

In addition to having a higher dr&g-d,fvergence Mach number than the 
other wing &nd tip tang combinaticms, the &rag of the wing and tip tank 
of fineness ratio I..0 was less than that of the other wing and tip tank 
combinations at the higher Mach ntnribers. The lower drag of the wing 
and tip tank having a fineness ratio of 10 is further illustrated In 
figure 9 where the variation of lift-drag ratio with lift coefficient 
is presented. Up'to & Bach number of about 0.70, these d&t& indicate 
no important differences between the lift-drag ratios of the three wing 
andtipknkcozibinations. At Mach numbers greater than 0.70, the 
lift-arag ratio was, in general, greater for the wing and tip tank cw 
bin&Man with the tip tank having a fineness ratio of 10 and least for 
the combinations with the tip tank having a fineness ratio of 5. 

I 

. 

i 
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The possible effect of Reynolds nuniher must be consfdered when ccm+ 
paring the 1ifGdrag ratios of the wing alciue and the wing and tip tank 
combinations at highMach numbers. The results of tests at a Mach nunt 
ber of 0.25 indicated a large effect of Reynolds nuniher on the decrement 
In liftilrag ratio due to the tip tanks. If these effects prevail at 
the higher M&h numbers, the decrement in lift4rag ratio due to the tip 
tanks for lift coefficients nearthatfornrsximumlif%-dragratiowzLlIL 
notbe as great atfull-scaleReynolds numbers as indicatedbythe data 
ataReynoldsmm&er of2,ooO,OOO. At greater lift coefficients, an 
increase inReynolds nzmibermagcause anincrease inthe decrement in 

ddft-drag ratio due to the tip tanks. (See fig. 4.) 

The effecta of tip tanks on the lift+curve slope and the pitching- 
moment4urve slopeathighsubs~c speeds are f3mmarizefd fn figure Lo 
fm a lift coefficient 0f 0.25. For Mach numbers up to about that for 
drag divergence, the tip tanks increased the lift-curve slope by approx- 
imately 0.005and causedthe pitching*awnt-curve slope &&I& to 
more negative by about 0.08, indicating an increase of static longitudi- 
nal&ability. Thstip tanks caused no signiffcant change inthe&ch 
number at which the abru& decrease of lift-curve slo-pe occurred. The 
tfp tanks of fineness ratios 6.67 and 5, however, did decrease the Mach 
ntmiber at which a decrease of static loogitudinal &ability occurred.. 

Effectiveness of the Wing+l?i~Tank Vane 

The aeroasna;mic characterfstics of the wing and tfp tank having a 
fineness ratio of 6.67 both with and without the tiptank vane are pre- 
sented in ffgures 11 and 12. The results at a Machnuz&er of 0.25 and 
Reynolds numbers of 6,000,oo0ar3i~ 10,ooO,000 ~howthatthe vane allevf- 
ated the separation effects over the outer sectians of the wing. This 
alleviation is etidenced by the larger negative value of pitching-& 
coefficient, increaeed lift coefficfents, and decreased drag coeff5c-lents 
at angles of attack greater than about 70 when the vane was in place. 
The effect of the vane at aReynolds number of 2,000,OOC at Hach numbers 
from 0.25 to 0.875 was ill except at a Mach nuxiber. of 0.70. At this 
Mach n&r, the lift coefficient at which a reduction of statfc longi- 
tudinal stability occurred was increased from about 0.5 to 0.7 by the 
vane. 

The results of wind-tunnel tests to evaluate the effects of cen- 
trally mounted wing-tip tanks an the aerodec characterists of a 
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cambered wing having an aspect ratio of lf3 with 35O of sweepback have been 
presented. These results indicated that: 

1. The reduction in maximum lift-drag ratio due to the tip tanks 
was about 10 percent at a Reynolds number of 10,000,000 and a Mach number 
0f 0.25. The decrement in the lift-drag ratio due to the tip tanks was 
dependent on the test Reynolds number. 

2. The reductfon in the drag4ivergence Mach number due to the tip 
tanks was small, the greatest reduction observed being approximately 0.02. 
The reduction in the Mach nmiber for drag divergence and in the lift-drag 
ratio at high Mach numbers was less for the tip tank hating a fineness 
ratio of 10 thmn for those having fineness ratios of 6.67 and 5. 

3. The tip tanks caused the pitching-momen%curve slope &&&CL 
to be changed by about -0.08 at Mach nmibers up to apptioximately the Mach 
number of drag dfvergence. 

4. At low speeds and Reynolds nu&ers of ~,OOO,OOO and 10,000,000 
the vane near ths tip tank and wing &mcture alleviated the local Bepar+ 
tion. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
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TABLE1 

Nmum?A!t!~s FCIEI TEE mcA 64,A312, a = 0.8 (WDIFm) 

AIEWOIL SECTIOIV 

1 

[Stations and ordinates given Fn percent of aixf@l chord] 

Upper Surface Lower Surface 

Station Ordinate Station Orainate 

0 0 0 0 
1.036 .636 -867 
~267~ .go2 1.029 

1.078 1.635 1.422 1.273 
2.29 2.324 2.701 1.691 

3.320 5.226 2.238 
4.085 7.735 2.626 

10.23-j' 2.937 
14.773 15.227 3.403 

20.207 3.732 
7.108 25.180 3.954 

:;z 
40:08l 

’ Ei 
4:074 

45.o45 
50.010 

7.233 
60.051 6.753 2.848 

6.171 2.406 
5.494 1.946 

1.496 
1.094 

1.995 ss.so7 1;:; 
95.047 1.010 94 l 953 .274 

100.000 .oe 1oo.ooo .025 

L. E. radius: 0.994 percent c 
T. E. radius: 0.028 percent c 
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[Station and ordinates gfven in percent of tank length] 

Finsness Fine-S8 Fineness 
ratio 10 mio 6.67 ratio 5 

(- 65~0101 (mm 65$o15) (m'= 65(ug)Ao20) 

Station Radius Station Radius Station Radius 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

1% .g28 -765 050 075 1.131 l-371 -50 075 1.508 1.828 
1.25 1.183 1.25 1.25 2.333 
2.50 1.623 
5 .m 2,182 

;:2 
ZEE 

3:255 
2.50 3.216 
5-m 4,340 

7-w 2.650 7-5o 
E: 

7.50 5.283 
10 3J9-o 10 10 6.071 

15 3.658 15 20 :-:g 20 $48; 

61734 7.122 

15 Xl 20 

;z 4:742 25 25 8:m 9.496 

;g 44$g 
:; 2 9.835 

4:g83 z ;-2;: 
E ;'gz 

z 
4.863 

z 
;%; 

z :-z 31899 

6:go3 z 
g:6g2 

E 5.772 6.393 g 98'g 7:6g6 
2 3.432 2.gl2 

2-352 

70 ii2 5.063 4.282 70 6.751 

iz 2:E 
85 1.771 85 z*;;i 85 
90 1.188 E 1:743 go 2% 
95 .6o4 -7 95 11183 I 

loo .02l 100 .032 100 0043 

Hose radius, percent of tank length: Fineness ratio 10, 
0.639; fineness ratfo 6.67, 1.446; fineness ratio 5, 
2.571. 
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Dimensfww shown lir fnches 
w&s of&&z n&d. 

+r 

,025 chord /he 

Aspecf mtio 
?@uer r&o 
Area 
F 

&amefnLwf CcKlsfcKs 

of fhe wiq C&H 
IO. 07 
0.500 
5230 f?’ 

b 

/ 2 3 

/O 6.67 5 

62.30 62.38 63234 

40.80 540 25-85 

AfMM secfii ad fip-fmk coordhufes ore g&en h faM?s Z MM’ IT’. 

(u) wing md fa& ussemb& ’ 

f&we l- Geamqfry of fhe mode/s. 
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Figure 2.- Photographs of the model m&ted in the Ames l2-foot 
pressure wind tmnelandthetip-tar& imtallatiau. 
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